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Abstract-In this paper, a novel finite impulse response fitting-
based approach for the design of 1-D stable variable fractional
delay IIR filters is proposed. The design algorithm is
decomposed into three design stages: Firstly, a set of fixed
delay FIR filters is designed by using Weighted Least-Squares
method. Then, the related set of fixed delay stable IIR filters is
determined via finite impulse response fitting. Finally, the
design result is obtained by fitting each of the fixed delay IIR
filter coefficients as 1-D polynomials. It is shown that the
proposed method always guarantees the filter obtained to be
stable and has very low computation complexity comparable
with that of designing fixed FIR filters. Two illustrative design
examples are given to justify the effectiveness and advantages
over other existing approaches for designing variable
fractional delay IIR filters.

I. INTRODUCTION
It is well-known the infinite impulse response (IIR)

digital filters improve computation efficiency and reduce
system delay compared to what can be achieved by finite
impulse response (FIR) digital filters. In variable fractional
delay (VFD) filter case, since almost all the existing VFD
filters so far are FIR and all-pass IIR [1]-[9], it is will be of
interest to investigate approach for the design of general IIR
type ofVFD filters.

In [12], we have presented a simple two-stage approach
[9]-[1 1] for the design of 1-D VFD IIR filters. This method
employs untrue Mean-Squared Error (MSE) functions of
variable frequency response and is able to achieve design
results with a low computational complexity. The problem in
[12] is the untrue MSE induce one can not control strictly the
frequency response. In [13], we also have proposed a novel
approach for the design of 1-D stable IIR filters, which
employs finite impulse response fitting, but any iteration
algorithm, and reduces remarkably the computation
complexity so much as to be approximate to that of
designing FIR filters.

In this paper, we will present a novel approach for the
design of 1-D stable VFD IIR filters, which conquers the
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problem in [12]. The proposed method combines the finite
impulse response fitting-based approach [13] and the two-
stage approach [9]-[11]. The design algorithm is
decomposed into three design stages: First stage, a set of
fixed delay FIR filters is designed by using Weighted Least-
Squares (WLS) method; Second stage, the corresponding set
of fixed delay stable IIR filters is obtained via finite impulse
response fitting; Final stage, the design result is determined
by fitting each of the fixed delay IIR filter coefficients as 1-
D polynomials. It is remarkable that the proposed method
reduces remarkably the computation complexity so much as
to be approximate to that of designing fixed FIR filters and
always guarantees the VFD IIR filter obtained to be stable.
To justify the effectiveness and advantages of the proposed
method, two illustrating design examples, together with their
comparisons with other existing approaches for designing 1-
D VFD IIR filters, are given in the Design Examples section.

II. DESIGN PROBLEM
Let the frequency response of the desired 1-D VFD filter

be
HGj9, p)= e-j(D+p),I t E [O, ;T](1

where delay D is a positive number, p is the adjustable
parameter representing the variable fractional delay on [0,1].
The design task is to find a stable and variable IIR filter with
finite coefficients ai (p)(i = 1,2, P) and b, (p)(i = 0,1, Q),
whose frequency response

Q

HIIR (j,P))
1+

,b(p)e 11co
-op

Ea(p)e

(2)

approximates H(jco), and whose impulse responses
Q

hiIR(P) = >,j (P)gi_j
j=o

p

'a (p)hi_jl(P)j=l

(3)

are subject to the stability condition [14] as below,
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E hi IIR(p <

i=o

where 5n is the unit impulse signal. For the variz
coefficients a1(p) and b (p) being continuous functi
in p , we assume they are polynomial functions in;
degree K, i.e.

K

ai(p) x(i,k)pk
k=O
K

bi (P) = E y(i, k)p'
k=O

Therefore, the design task is expressed as: F
coefficients i 1,2 ],k ,, and i,kli=QL Qk=Q,
while HIIR (jco,p) approximates H(jw, p) and hi R(p
subject toE hi R(p < (Do.

i=O

III. DESIGN METHOD
Based on the finite impulse response fitting-ba

approach for the design of 1-D stable IIR filters [13] and
two-stage approach for the design of variable digital fil
[9]-[11], the task to design 1-D stable VFD IIR filter
achieved via the following three design stages.

A. First Stage: Designfixed FIRfilters
First of all, we sample uniformly M+1 fractional de

points Pm +m o=0,1,.M) on [0,1] to form M+1 i(
fixed fractional delay filters with frequency respc
H(jW,Pm) form = 0,1, M . In this paper, WLS metho
employed to design a set ofN-th order fixed delay FIR fil
with finite impulse responses hFIR(PmXi= 0,1, N), wh
frequency response

N

HFIR (JW,Pm ) Z hii (pm )e
0=o

approximates H(jo,pm). With given weighting func

W()> 0, M + 1 WLS functions are defined as

eFIR (Pm) fJW(cO)HFIR(JOPm)- H(J P)2 dco
0

When eFIR2(p,) reaches its global minimum, the optim
finite impulse responses hi FIR (Pm Xi = 0,1, N), such

HFIR(jw, Pm) approximating H(jo,,pm) best in the )M
sense will be obtained. This optimization problem can
solved by computing the following linear matrix,

HFIR (Pm) T 'S(pm)
where,

HFIR(Pm) R[ho (Pm) hFIR(p ) hNFIR(P)]T

(4) too toi ... tON

ti0 tl 1
tINT= . ..

tNO tNI.. tAW_

S(Pm ) = [SO (Pm.) SI (Pm.) ..SN(PA)

(1 1)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(5) tji = fW()co)oj - i)cdo
0

(6) ~sj (Pm.) = JW(w)cos(j-D-Pm)cd
0

~ It can be proved easily that T is a positive definite
symmetric real matrix and T-1 can be found.

is Distinctly, solving linear equations (9) for
all m = 0,1, M , the M+1 optimum
coefficients HFIR (P. XMm = 0o1...* M) such that HFIR(j. Pm )
approximates H(jw, Pm) in the WLS sense, can be obtained.

B. Second Stage: Fitfixed IIR filter coefficients
sethd Now, we find the related M +1 fixed delay stable IIR

Ithe filters with coefficients a, (Pm )(i = 1,2, . P)
s is and bi (Pm )(i =Ol, Q) such that their impulse responses

hiIIR(p.) fit the above FIR filter impulse responses

hiFIR (Pm ) well. From (3), hi,IR(pm) can be also expressed by
elay [bi (Pm ~~)_-E av(m)ij (Pmn ) < i <Q

deal hiJR(Pm) p. (15)

)nse 1 aj(pm)P. jiIR(Pm) Q+1<i
Id LS j=_
Iters Suppose N > Q> P, we find firstly coefficients a, (Pm) by
iose minimizing the following fitting error function

N+P P

(7) eh Z! a (Pm )hl _j(Pm)+hiR(Pm) (16)
i=Q+R(=i

tion where hi'FIR (Pm.) is defined by

(17)hiFR(p ) = {hi(Pm.) O<i<N
I 0 N+1<i<N+P

It is clear that provided eh2 reaches its global minimum

h IIR(P ) will fit hi FIR (P ) well for

i=Q +1, Q 2... N and approximate zero

for i=N +1,N +2N,N2N +P . It can be proved easily that
this problem is solved by computing the linear matrix as
below

(18)A(Pm) = U(Pm) 'V(Pm)
where,

A(Pm.) [a, (Pm) a2 (Pm ) ap (Pm )]T
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Ull(Pm) U12(Pm) UIP (Pm)

U(Pm) U21(Pm) U22(Pm) U2P (Pm) (20)

UPI(Pm) UP2 (Pm) Upp(Pm)

V(Pm) = [VI (Pm) V2 (Pm) Vp. Pm)] (21)

N+P

Ukl (Pm) Zh' FIR(Pm )h FIR(p ) (22)
i=Q+l
N+P

Vk(Pm) = Z:k(Pm)n:k(Pm) (23)

i=Q+l

Since U(pm) is a positive definite symmetric real matrix

and U(p.)-1 can be found. Sequentially, from (15)
and ai (pm )(i =1,2, P) solved by (18), the coefficients

bi (Pm)(i= 0O11,.*Q) such that hi1R(pm) equal

hiFIR (Pm ) exactly for i = 0,1, Q can be obtained by
P

bi(p) hiFR(P) aj (P )hi jFI (Pm) 0<i<Q

j=l

From the above formulations, based on the design results
HFIR (Pm Xm =0,1, M) in the first stage, the coefficients

ai (Pm )(i = 1,2, P) and b1 (Pm )(i = 01JI.. Q) determined in

tandem by (18) and (24) make not only that the

corresponding hiIIR(P) fits h FIR (P ) well

for Q + 1, Q + 2,...N and equals hi FIR (Pm ) exactly

for i= 0,1,... Q, but also that hi (Pm) approximates zero

fori=N+1N+2,^ N+P From (15), it is knownthatthe

latter induces also that hi (Pn) converges to zero
for i > N + P + 1. These results make

N

HIIR(j, Pm) EhiFR(Pm ) e HFIR(j, Pm ) (25)

i=O

Since HFIR(JO,PJm) approximates H(jo, pm) best in the

WLS sense, HIIR(j, Pmn) approximates H(jw, Pm) also.

And, the stability condition is satisfied as shown below [14],

hi II(P m)I hi (Pm) <0° (26)
=0 =0

Distinctly, computing linear equations (18) and (24) for
all m = 0,1, M, M + 1 stable fixed delay IIR filters, whose
frequency responses HIIR(jc,,pm) approximate H(jwo,pm)
form = 0,1,... M, can be obtained.

C. Three Stage: Fit VFD IIR coefficients
Based on the above obtained coefficients

ai(pm)(i=1,2, *P,m=0,1, .M) andb)(Xi=0,1, Qgm=0,1,t ...M), the

P +Q+ 1 polynomial fitting error functions are defined by

M K -2

ea2(i) ZL x(i, k)P a(Pm)] i 1,2*...P (27)
m=0 -k=O
M K -2

eb (i) ZZy(i k)p bi (Pm)),i (28)
m=0 -k=O

Minimizing ea2 (i) and eb2(i), we can obtain the optimum
fitting coefficients x(i,k)(k=0,,*... K) and y(i, k)(k = 0,1,** .K).
These problems can be solved by computing the linear
matrices as below

X(i)= C-1D(i) (29)
Y(i) = C-'E(i) (30)

where
X(i)= [x(i,O) x(,l) ... x(i,K)]T
Y(i)= [y(i,O) y(,l) *.. y(i,K)T

Co co .. COC00 ... KC1

c10 c11 .. CIK

CKO CKI ... CKK

D(i) [do (i) dl (j) ... dK (i)]T
E(i) [eo (i) el (i) ... eK (i)]T

k+l
Ckl Z pM

m =OmO
dk (i) Z Pmkai (Pm)

m=O

(31)

(32)

(33)

(34)
(35)

(36)

(37)

M

e(i) pmkbi (pm) (38)
m=0

Finally, solving (29) for i 1,2, . P and (30)
for i 0,1, Q , the unique fitting coefficients
X(iXi =1,2,- P) and Y(i)(i= 0,1,-- Q) can be obtained.
Because the set of fixed delay IIR filters is designed to be
stable as shown in (26), so provided the both sampling scale
M and the polynomial degree K are taken large enough the
VFD IIR filter obtained by (29) and (30) will be stable for all
p E [0,I]. It is clear these coefficients X(iXi = 1,2, . P)
and Y(i)(i = 0,1, * * * Q) can be a result of the ID stable VFD
IIR filter designed.

D. Remarks
Now, we can make three remarks on the above

formulation:
1) Based on the three processes, the design of ID VFD IIR
filters is performed by computing in tandem the matrix
equations (9), (18) and (24) for m = 0,1, M, (29) for
i = 1,2,... P and (30) i 01 * Q under the condition
N>Q>P.
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2) To guarantee the filter designed to be stable, the sampling
scale M and the polynomial degree K should be taken large
enough.
3) Generally, to obtain a better filter performance, the FIR
order N should be taken bigger. On the other hand, it is
known from (26), while N increases, the value of (26) will
become bigger so that the stability will become worse.
Therefore, to harmonize the both performance and stability
of the 1-D VFD IIR filter designed, the FIR order N must be
taken to be suitable. Based on our design experience, as
shown in the next section, provided N is taken
as (P+ Q) <N< 2(P+Q), the IIR filter designed will have
performances better, and at the same time, the stability
condition will be satisfied better also.

E. Computation Complexity
At the end of this section, we will evaluate the

computation complexity. Since proposed method employs
several linear equations (9), (18), (24), (29) and (30), but any
iteration algorithm, so it has a low computational complexity.
From the three stages, it is clear most of the designing
computations is to find several inverse matrices as T- ,

U(pm)-lfor m= 0,1,--M and C-, with matrix dimensions
respectively (N + 1)x (N + 1), P x P and (K + 1)x (K + 1) It
is known that a n x n inverse matrix can be obtained using
n3 floating-point operations (flops) [15]. Therefore, the
computational complexity of the proposed method can be
evaluated approximately as (N + ly +(M + I)P3 + (K + ly
flops. In practical design, since we generally takeN >> P,
N >>M andN>>K, so the flops can be regarded as (N + 1)3.
That is to say that the proposed method only has
computation complexity comparable with that of the
designing N-th order fixed FIR filters.

IV. DESIGN EXAMPLES
In this section, we will give two illustrative examples

solved by using MATLAB programming on a PC computer
(Pentium IV, 1.8GHz) to show the effectiveness and
advantages of the proposed approach for designing ID stable
VFD IIR filters.

To evaluate the performance, the maximum absolute
error emax and the root mean square error (RMS) erms are
defined by
emax =ma HIR(jco,p) -H(jo,pl,o<o<0.97o<p<lI (39)

O.9/T 1 05

erms = J J|HIIR(jo, p) -H(jco,p)ldpd
Loo

FIR order N should be chosen suitable. Fig.1 shows that
RMS erms is changed as N increases from 70 to 90. It can be
seen known that the RMS will reach its minimum when N is
taken 80. The maximum module for p E [0,1] of the filter
poles is 0.9068, hence the designed filter is stable. Fig.2 and
Fig.3 show respectively the group delay response and the
absolute group delay error at the frequency range [0,0.9T].
By using 512 discrete normalized frequency points on
c E [o,o.9;T] and 31 normalized fractional delay points
on p E [o0,], the performances of the result obtained are
figured out as emax = -81.21dB and erms =7.97 xIO 6
Comparing them with those results of [12], it is known the
approach proposed achieves the better design results. In
addition, the CPU time to design the above filter is less than
3 seconds.

Figure 1. Different Nyields differentRMS.. in Example 1.

494

Figure 2. Fractional delay response of Example 1

(40)

Example 1
The design specifications, the values of the weighting

function included, are all chosen the same as those adopted
in [12]: Q=52, P=15, D=18.5, K=7, M=11, the weighting
function is chosen as W(co)=1 for c E [0,0.907;T]
and W(w) = 0 for c E (0.907 zT, zT]. From the section III, the Figure 3. Absolute group delay error ofExample 1
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Example 2
This example shows the advantages of the approach

proposed over those of other techniques for the design of
allpass IIR VDF filters. In [5]-[8], the filter numerator and
denominator polynomials must be taken of equal orders. In
this paper, however, no such constraint is set. We take the
design specifications as Q=55, P=14, D=26.5, K=5. The
weighting function is chosen as W(w) = 1
for c E [0,0.907;T] and W(w)=0 for c E (0.907;T,;T] .
When M=11 and N=87, the design result is shown in Fig.4
and Fig.5. The maximum module of filter poles for p E [0,1]
is 0.9069, hence the filter obtained is stable. And, to design
the filter, the approach proposed needs only less than 3
seconds CPU time. By using the same conditions as adopted
in [7]: 101 discrete normalized frequency points on
c E [0,0.9wT] and 31 normalized fractional delay points
on p e [0,1] , the designed performances are figured out

as emax = -69.75dB and erms = 8.63 xIO-5 . Comparing
them with those results published in [7], it is known the
proposed method achieves performances better than those of
[6] and comparable with those of [7], and achieves the lower
mean group delay, when the filter uses the same number of
multiplication units.

Figure 4. Fractional delay response of Example 2

Fi e5 .
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V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a novel approach for the design of ID
stable VFD IIR filters has been proposed, which combines
the finite impulse response fitting-based approach [13] and
the two-stage approach [9]-[11]. The proposed method
employs in tandem three designing process. Firstly, a set of
fixed delay FIR filters is designed by using WLS method.
Secondly, the corresponding set of fixed delay stable IIR
filters is obtained via finite impulse response fitting. Finally,
the design result is determined by fitting each of the fixed
delay IIR filter coefficients as 1-D polynomials. It is
remarkable that the proposed method has very low
computation complexity and always guarantees the filter
obtained to be stable. To show its effectiveness and
advantages, two illustrating design examples, together with
their comparisons with other existing approaches for
designing VFD IIR filters have been presented also.
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